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On May 25, 2020, our Nation mourned the loss of George Floyd, a Black man who unjustly lost his life to police violence.1 In response to George Floyd’s use of a counterfeit twenty-dollar bill,2 Officer Derek Chauvin of the Minneapolis Police Department—ignoring bystanders and twenty-seven cries for help from George Floyd stating that he could not breathe—unreasonably and disproportionately knelt on his neck for nine minutes and twenty-nine seconds.3 Jerry W. Blackwell, one of the prosecutors of this case, emphasized this number in his opening statement: “The most important numbers you will hear in this trial are nine, two nine.”4 These nine minutes and twenty-nine seconds were filled with nothing but panic and horror for George Floyd.5 However, Chauvin remained unbothered and inattentive in his position of power—blatantly disregarding human life with no trace of compassion or empathy—while George Floyd uttered some of his last words: “Mom, love you. Love you. Tell my kids I love them. I’m dead.”6

---
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Unfortunately, this is a story that the United States knows all too well. Our Nation has a long history of police violence against Black Americans due to the color of their skin, and this violence is undeniably still in effect today. This is evidenced not only by the death of George Floyd, but also by the tragic and senseless violence resulting in the recent deaths of Trayvon Martin, Tamir Rice, Michael Brown, Eric Garner, Philando Castile, Breonna Taylor, and Elijah McClain—among many other Black Americans who have been inadequately recognized and unjustly overshadowed.

As a result of this injustice, George Floyd’s death reignited a movement, calling for Americans to #SayTheirNames and to shift the focus from identifying victims of police brutality by the circumstances and officers that killed them to their individual humanity and the positive characteristics that defined them during their lifetimes. This movement became the largest mass protest movement in U.S. history, as Americans collectively protested in large cities and small towns across the nation demanding accountability, justice, and an end to police violence motivated by racial discrimination. Further, nearly 170 Confederate symbols were renamed or removed, insensitive product logos were replaced, corporations took steps to become more diverse and inclusive, and policing reform laws were introduced. Ultimately, over the next year, “calls for racial justice would touch seemingly every aspect of American life on a scale that
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historians say had not happened since the civil rights movement of the 1960s.”\textsuperscript{16} Above all, this movement made one thing overwhelmingly clear: “Black lives matter.”\textsuperscript{17}

On April 20, 2021, time froze as our Nation anxiously awaited the jury’s verdict.\textsuperscript{18} We waited a long time to find out what we already knew: Derek Chauvin murdered George Floyd.\textsuperscript{19} However, despite the overwhelming amount of evidence, Americans were still afraid that Chauvin would walk free.\textsuperscript{20} Van Jones echoed the sentiment felt by many Americans: “This end of this trial took too long to get to, after too much marching and too many tears. Even with all this evidence, people woke up this morning afraid to hope . . . That means we need real change.”\textsuperscript{21} Americans ultimately expressed a lack of confidence in this trial because it is extremely rare that officers involved in deadly, high-profile tragedies face consequences.\textsuperscript{22} Further, the only officer convicted of murder in Minnesota state history is a Black man who had killed a white woman named Justine Ruszczyk.\textsuperscript{23} Accordingly, it is clear that systemic racism runs through our Nation’s veins.

Despite the anxiousness of many Americans, Chauvin was found guilty on all three counts: second-degree murder, third-degree murder, and second-degree manslaughter.\textsuperscript{24} This was a huge victory regarding holding police officers accountable for police violence resulting from racial
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discrimination. However, according to the Minnesota Attorney General, this is only accountability and a good “first step towards justice”—not justice itself. “Justice implies true restoration,” and therefore, justice will not be achieved until tragedies like these stay in the past and each and every individual is treated with equal protection under the law—regardless of race. The American Civil Liberties Union shared a similar statement: “While today’s verdict is a small win for police accountability and may help heal a grieving community, the systems that allowed George to be murdered—ripping him away from his family and the communities that loved him so much—remain fully intact.” In fact, devastatingly and just moments before the verdict was delivered and Americans erupted in cheer and happy tears, a sixteen-year-old Black teenager was fatally shot by the police in Columbus, Ohio. An investigation is pending. Although the facts remain unclear in Ma’Khia Bryant’s tragic death, it is clear that we still have a long way to go in the fight for justice.

However, Abby Phillip was able to find a silver lining in George Floyd’s fight for justice: “So much attention has been paid to Derek Chauvin’s lack of humanity towards George Floyd, but I can’t stop thinking about the powerful humanity of all the bystanders who tried to intervene to save his life. This verdict would not have been possible without them.” Abby’s statement highlights that real change is needed and that change must come from within us. The individuals calling out for help as they witnessed the events that unfolded on May 25, 2020 discerned right from wrong and acted
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upon the inequality that they saw. They set the example that our country needed. Now—in the name of justice—it is up to us to follow it.
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